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I. BACKGROUND

Saving Animals from Euthanasia (Inc) is a Western Australia non-profit

organisation caring for companion animals across the State, founded in 2003. In

2014 SAFE (Inc) becametheWAbranch of Animal Welfare LeagueAustralia

(AWLA), whichhas National coverage.

SAFE has 12 branches, which operate in Western Australia, and has over 10

years experience in caring for, and adopting, domestic cats and dogs, and

sometimes other animals, such as guinea pigs.

SAFE branches independently, &under AWLA's national banner, worktogether

to rescue, foster and adopt out Companion Animals, while sharing and

promoting programs, which deliver high welfare standards for companion

animals.
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2. POSITION

SAFE strongly supports the implementation of legislation and policies, or

changes to existing legislation, which will improve life for animals, pet owners

and the wider community, and would be instrumental to encourage change to

our domestic animal population.

SAFE strongly supports the development and delivery of Education, to allages
and members of communities, schools and towns, to ensure positive change

and understanding of animal care and treatment, particularly in the area of

companion animals.

,

SAFE strongly supports an Independent, continuously operating body, to

administer the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act, to ensure cruelty and

neglect are prevented.

SAFE strongly supports a nationally consistentbreeder permitsystem and

legislative changes, so that all cats and dogs are responsibly bred and have

responsible carers available for life. Currently, companion animal breeding is

largely unregulated and there is no requirement for mandatory sterilization of

dogs under the current DogAct(1976)

I
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3. TERMSOFREFERENCE

(a) its funding from the government

RSPCA WA receives $500,000.00 per annual for administration of the current

Animal Welfare Act.

With the funding the RSPCA WA must fukiltheirresponsibilities in managing

and administering requirements as perthe Animal Welfare Act(2002).



This entails paying trained General Inspectors, providingvehides and

equipment, and the employees, consumables and resources, to also provide the

administrative requirements of carrying out day-to-day functions.

The 20T4AnnualReportclearly states Animal Welfare costs of $752, 746 for
Animal Welfare direct costs and $116, 467 for costs associated with vehides,

and $952, 921 for Administrative costs.

http//WWW. rspcawa. asn. au/Annual_Report_2014_WEByERSION. PDF

(b) its objectives

The objectives of the RSPCA in Australia are:

. To preventcrueltyto animals by ensuring the enforcement of existing

laws at federal and state level.

. To procure the passage of such amending or newlegislation as is

necessary forthe protection of animals.

. To develop and promote policies forthe humane treatment of animals

that reflectcontemporaryvalues and scientific knowledge.

. To educate the community with regardto the humanetreatmentof

animals.

. To engage with relevantstakeholders to improve animal welfare.

. To sustain an intelligent public opinion regarding animal welfare.

. To operate facilities for the care and protection of animals.

\ -^

Founded on August 2"d, 1892 the original objectives were:

. preventcruelty to animals by enforcing the existing law

. establish further legislation to protect animals

. educate the public in responsible animal care.



As can be clearly seen, the original objectives are stillheld and have been added

to, with wider scope, to ensure growth and development of the improvement to

the treatment, welfare and conditions animals are exposed to.

These objectives are supported by a federation of member Societies known as

RSPCA Australia, consisting of a Board and administration. It is unique in its

experience, pertaining to the massive scope that the Animal Welfare Actcovers.

SAFE considers the RSPCAWA is maintaining the objectives ofRSPCAAustralia.

,
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(c)

The following link refers to RSPCA Inspector's Standard Operating Procedures;
htt s: WWW. arliament. nsw. ov. au rod arlment committee. nsf 0 53698e

the use of its powers

2091/52991ca257793001178dO FILE 1007/50 20RSPCA0 201ns ectors0 2

OStandard0 200 eratin 0 20Procedures Existin

These Sop'swouldbe aligned with RSPCAWA's own.

The RSPCA's ownwebsite provides it's own information on how RSPCA

Iris ectors areaccountableunderlaw; htt : kb. rs ca. or .au How-are-RSPCA-

Iris ectors-accountable-under-law 611. html

Ithroadly explains how Inspectors are afforded a range of statutory powers,

similar in nature to those held by the police and other law enforcement officers,

The last part of this documentstates "the performance ofRSPCA Inspectors is

subjectto Parliamentary oversight and review. " The document also states "This

will usually take the form of a Parliamentary inquiry into a particular matter or

incident'.

\
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Observation and interpretations of situations, and directions written, for

example, highlighthow Inspectors approach resolutionsto concerns for animal

welfare. Unless you remove the human side of the Inspector, there will always



be the possibility of variance of detaildue to the personal interpretation, which

is why Standard Operating Procedures are critical for directions in how to act
and communicate.

Being asthe body comes under the actgovernedby DAFWA, and Ombudsman

legislation and Freedom of Information, ithas robustaccountability.

The Term of Reference forthis Review currently underway is riotspecificto a

particular or matter, merely considersthe use RSPCAWA's powers.

Butts that forthe entire organisation? Or is it the Policy and Planning area?

Is it with regard to how Management oversees its Inspectors? How

prosecutions are supported ornotby Management?

Are there concerns with quality ofRSCPA WA's legal council, or its ability to

provide accurate evidence for prosecutions?

Or is it regarding the interpretations of Inspectors, and theirwriting of

direction notices, issuing offines, or involvement with prosecutions?I
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SAFE Broome cannotcommenton much exposureto involvement regarding

RSPCAWA's use of powers, as our closest Inspectoris in Geraldton,

approximately 1900kms away.

RSPCA WA's actions regarding a particular incident requiring deliberate,

continuous denial offo0d to an animal known as 'Bravehear^. SAFE Broome

understood some of the difficulties and hurdles the organisations experienced

in bringing the case to court in Broome.

\~--.

SAFE Broome uses, and encourages the use, of the online reporting system

RSPCA WA has available. We are also aware of howthe Inspector is able to

workwith the local Police Station Officers, in pursuing animal welfare concerns.

Local vets andWildlife organisations are also aware ofRSCPA operations, often

seeing animals, domesticated and wildlife, that have suffered from intentional

or unintentional harmbyhuman involvement.



SAFE as organisation offers RSPCA WA totalsupportin their operations and

ability to serve the community, through their specialised skill-set, in monitoring

and policing or animal welfare matters, particularly due to our involvement

with companion animals.

4. LEGISLATIVE CHANGES REQUIRED To ASSIST RSPCAWA

\

RSPCAWAare pro^Ctive in seeking improvement of the DogAct1976,

reviewed in 2012, to reduce domestic dog overpopulation by closing

puppyfarms/mills and 'backyard breeders', through regulation of dog

breeding, by enforcing mandatory sterilizations unless by registered

breeders.

5. OTHERCHANGESTHATMAYBEREQUIRED

RSPCA WA are active in proposing improvement for animals in the West

Kiinberley, notjustfor companion animals. Allanimalmatters would be

covered by appointment of additional Inspectors to the region.

6. CONCLUSION

\-,

Withoutthe original concept, the Royal Society forthe Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals Australia (1981) would notexist, RSPCA WA wouldn't

exist, and each State or Territory Shire would be responsible for the

control, treatment, administration and management of their areas animal

concerns.

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission has strict

guidelines about the use of the word "Royal" in an organisations name.



The RSPCA WA is a royal charter. This meansthatit will operate

indefinitely, regardless of which political party is in power at any time,

and it must be independentand maintain integrity.

RSPCA WA produced an Annual Report, clearly showing theirfinancial

situation, has clear objectives, as followed by all RSPCA organisations in

Australian States and Territories.

,
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RSPCAWA follows Standard Operating Procedures in carrying outtheir

duties under the Act, and complies with DAFWA and legislation

requirements.

Royalsociety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Australia (1981),
and allit's branches, must be allowed to continue its work, and that

includes the RSPCAWA.

SAFE as an organisation supports RSPCAWA's Inspectorate role, and

certainly has no other body at this time to replace the work that RSPCA

WA does in this area.
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